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Abstract 

Plans for construction of the tallest residential timber building has driven the 

Technical Research Institute of Sweden (SP), Linnaeus University, Växjö and 

more than ten interested companies to determine an appropriate design for the 

structure. This thesis presents a part of ongoing research regarding wind-

induced vibration control to meet serviceability limit state (SLS) requirements. 

A parametric study was conducted on a 22-storey timber building with a CLT 

shear wall system utilizing mass, stiffness and damping as the main parameters 

in the dynamic domain. Results were assessed according to the Swedish Annex 

EKS 10 and Eurocode against ISO 10137 and ISO 6897 requirements. 

Increasing mass, stiffness and/or damping has a favorable impact. 

Combination scenarios present potential solutions for suppressing wind-

induced vibrations as a result of higher efficiency in low-increased levels of 

mass and damping.  

Key words:  timber building, wood building, structural dynamics, damping, 

viscoelastic dampers, 22-storey timber, wind-induced vibrations, acceleration 

control, increased mass, increased stiffness, ISO 10137, ISO 6897, EKS 10 

 

Sammanfattning 

Planer för den högsta bostadsbyggnade i trä driver Sveriges Tekniska 

Forskningsinstitut (SP) och Linnéuniversitetet, Växjö tillsammans med mer än 

tio intresserade företag till att försöka finna en lämplig utformning. Detta 

examensarbete utgör en del av detta pågående forskningsprojekt om kontroll 

av vibration orsakad av vind för att möta kraven i bruksgränstillstånd (SLS). 

En parameter studie genomfördes på en 22-vånings träbyggnad med ett 

bärande system med skjuvväggar av CLT där massa, styvhet och dämpning är 

de viktigaste parametrarna i det dynamiska området. Resultat bedömdes enligt 

Svensk standard EKS 10 och Eurocode mot ISO 10137 och ISO 6897 kraven. 

Ökad massa, styvhet och/eller dämpning har en gynnsam inverkan. 

Kombinations scenarier är möjliga lösningar för att minska vindinducerade 

vibrationer på grund av den positiva effekten av både massa och dämpning.  
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1. Introduction 

The construction industry has a substantial impact on the environment. Wood 

has the greatest potential for sustainable construction amongst the three main 

construction materials: wood, steel and concrete [1].   

Wood has been used to build one to two storey houses for centuries. However, 

the world is now entering an era of new engineered wood products (EWP). The 

use of this advanced technology to manufacture reliable materials will play a 

major role in the future of the construction industry. 

Treet, a 14-storey building in Bergen, Norway, is considered the world’s tallest 

residential timber building, standing 49 meters above the ground [2]. Research 

on the concept of a 22-storey residential timber building Sweden is conducted. 

However, there are other ongoing plans to build taller timber buildings in 

Norway, Austria, USA and Canada. 

A major problem facing taller timber buildings is wind-induced vibrations with 

regard to acceleration levels [3, 4]. When the acceleration becomes larger than 

the defined limit, it causes considerable discomfort for the inhabitants, 

weakens task performance, and can trigger symptoms of motion sickness [5]. 

The Technical Research Institute of Sweden (SP) and Linnaeus University, 

Växjö in collaboration with KLH Sweden AB, Moelven Töreboda AB, 

Masonite, Berg CF Möller AB, VKAB, HSB AB, Bjerking AB, BTB AB, 

Briab AB and Brandskyddslaget AB and WSP AB are involved in the project 

investigating possible solutions for problems associated with the design of tall 

timber buildings. 

This thesis presents a parametric study of the dynamic response of a 22-storey 

building. Finite Element Modeling and analytical analysis were used to obtain 

the dynamic properties of the building. A viscoelastic damping system, 

additional mass, and additional stiffness were also used to investigate their 

effects on the dynamic response when compared to the acceleration 

requirements. 

1.1 Background 

Medium to high rise timber residential construction is still a relatively new 

topic and limited studies have been performed to explore the dynamic 

properties of these structures. The main parameters affecting the dynamic 

response of a structure are mass, stiffness, damping and the driving load. 

Vibration control can be done by varying these parameters. 

For example, Sweco, a design company, decided to increase mass and stiffness 

when designing ''Treet'' to counter the wind-induced vibrations [6]. An 

overview of other mid-high rise timber buildings shows that mass and stiffness 

are varied to satisfy the demands of acceleration limits when needed [7-9]. 
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Damping is also considered to be a critical factor. Research is being conducted 

to obtain approximate values for structural damping in timber structures in 

order to include damping in the design procedure [2, 3, 7-10]. 

Damping systems have been used in the past few decades in concrete and steel 

structures. These systems are applied to control the effects of wind and seismic 

loads on structures in various parts of the world when increasing the mass and 

stiffness is not efficient. Damping has the greatest effect when resonance 

occurs. For example, a tuned mass damper (TMD) was used in the Taipei 101 

tower [11], oil dampers were used in the Tokyo Skytree [12], and viscoelastic 

dampers were used in the Columbia Center, Seattle, United States [13]. 

However, damping systems have not yet been used in timber buildings for 

suppressing wind-induced vibrations. 

1.2 Aim and Purpose 

The aim of this study is to create a FE model of a 22-storey timber which has 

dynamic properties similar to a proposed concept timber building. A 

parametric study was performed to obtain the natural frequencies and effective 

damping ratio where mass, stiffness and damping were the main variables. 

Acceleration was then computed according to Eurocode and Swedish Annex 

EKS10 (National Board of Housing, Building and Planning) and compared to 

ISO 6897 and ISO 101371 standards. 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the favorable dynamic effects of 

increased mass, increased stiffness, and viscoelastic damping systems in tall 

timber buildings to meet the serviceability limit state requirements regarding 

the acceleration limits in residential timber buildings. 

1.3 Hypothesis and Limitations 

The use of damping devices, additional mass, and additional stiffness in timber 

structures will improve the dynamic response and reduce wind-induced 

vibration levels in tall timber buildings. 

This study is limited to FE modeling with frequency and complex frequency 

analysis, pinned boundary conditions, fixed geometry, particular structural 

damping ratio, and one set of a viscoelastic damping system. 

The investigated response of the model is limited to the first three natural 

frequencies, the damping ratios pertaining to each natural mode, and the 

damping ratio obtained after adding viscoelastic dampers. 
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1.4 Reliability, validity and objectivity  

Reliability and validity were maintained by using both analytical and 

numerical analysis under the supervision of specialized professors in timber 

structures and dynamic analysis at Linnaeus University.  

The numerical analysis was based on actual element properties regarding 

timber structural components. A mesh sensitivity study was performed to find 

the optimum mesh size and mesh type. The Eurocode and Swedish annex 

methods were used to calculate acceleration levels. Two ISO standards were 

used for acceleration requirements. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Additional mass in tall timber buildings 

Increasing the mass of a building reduces the acceleration levels and oftentimes 

reduces the natural frequencies [14]. Three concrete floors were used in ''Treet'' 

to increase the modal mass and provide vibration control [2]. However, 

increasing the mass has a negative effect on the structure due to the need for 

larger load bearing elements to support the additional mass. 

2.2 Additional stiffness in tall timber buildings 

Improving the lateral stiffness of the building leads to lower acceleration levels 

and higher natural frequencies [14]. The increased stiffness also improves the 

building’s response against wind loads in static analysis when studying the 

ultimate limit state [15]. Different methods can be utilized to achieve the 

desired stiffness. An example of this is utilizing concrete core wall systems 

and a perimeter steel frame connected by outrigger trusses, as seen in the 325-

meter tall Di Wang Tower in Shenzhen, China [16], or using a double-tube 

system composed of an exterior steel frame with reinforced concrete and an 

interior reinforced concrete core as seen in the 492-meter tall Shanghai World 

Financial Center [17]. 

2.3 Damping in tall timber buildings 

Several studies have been performed to measure the structural damping in 

finished buildings [7-9]. In these studies, accelerometers were placed in 

different parts of the studied structure. An anemometer was used 

simultaneously to determine the wind speed. An operational modal analysis 

was then used to calculate the damping ratio using the sensors' data. 

Residential timber buildings ranging in height between 19.5 meters and 27 

meters with different building systems are shown to have a damping ratio 

between 1.5% and 5.2% [7-9]. 

The Eurocode provides approximate structural damping values for timber 

bridges but not for timber buildings [4]. There has been increasing interest in 

the structural damping of residential timber buildings as more companies aim 

to build taller structures using wood.  

A study published in February 2016 compared the structural damping in two 

similar timber buildings. These two buildings differed mainly in their 

structural systems. One used a timber-frame structural system and the other 

used a cross laminated timber (CLT) structural system. Figure 1 shows the 

extrapolation of calculations regarding the peak acceleration in these two 

buildings with respect to the standards used in design [3]. This figure also 
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illustrates the challenges of building taller structures with timber when only 

considering structural damping. 

 

Figure 1: Extrapolation of calculations regarding the peak acceleration for two timber building cases 

[3]. 

Another study, published in August 2015, showed how the requirements for peak 

acceleration can be achieved with a 48-meter tall timber building. The researcher 

took an existing 24-meter tall timber building with known parameters and modeled 

it as a 48-meter tall timber building. The mass, stiffness and damping were changed 

and the effects were observed [10]. Figure 2 presents two limits according to ISO 

standards [18]. The red curve represents the peak acceleration criterion for offices 

while the blue curve represents the same criterion for residences. Figure 2 also 

introduces possible solutions for the peak acceleration challenge by doubling and 

tripling the mass, stiffness and damping. 
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Figure 2: Peak acceleration levels according to ISO 101371 for a 48-meter tall timber building [10] 

2.4 Damping systems in buildings 

Various damping strategies are utilized to suppress the wind-induced motions 

in tall buildings. These strategies have been studied extensively in the last 

century and can be divided into two main categories: active systems and 

passive damping systems. 

Active systems determine building motion and actively react against 

unfavorable motion. Examples of these systems are Active Mass Dampers 

(AMD). AMD were first used in the Kyobashi Seiwa 33-meter tall building in 

Tokyo, Japan that was built in 1989 [19]. Active Various Stiffness Dampers 

(AVSD) continuously change the stiffness of a structure so that the natural 

frequencies of the structure are far from the load frequency [20]. AVSD was 

first used in the Kajima Research Institute KaTRI No. 21 Building in Tokyo, 

Japan that was built in 1990 [21]. 

Passive systems are the most commonly used systems in existing structures. 

These systems are more diverse and can be divided into two main categories 

[20] : 

 Energy dissipating material based systems, e.g. viscous dampers which 

were used in the Los Angeles City Hall [22], visco-elastic dampers 

which were used in the Two Union Square building [13] and the World 

Trade Center tower [23], and friction dampers which was considered 
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to be an economical solution applied to  Canadian Space Agency 

Headquarters [24]. 

 Auxiliary mass systems such as Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD), that 

were used in the Taipei 101 tower [11], and Tuned Liquid Dampers 

(TLD). 

Passive systems are used extensively when artificial damping is needed, and is 

considered to be more economical than active systems. Active systems work 

in a wide range of load frequencies where passive systems work in a limited 

range of frequencies [20]. 
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3. Theory 

3.1 Wood material 

Wood is a natural material composed of cellulose fibers tied together by lignin. 

As a result, wood is an orthotropic material with differing properties depending 

on its reference direction. Wood has a good stiffness/mass ratio compared to 

other construction materials. Table 1 shows the differences between the three 

main construction materials used in the construction industry. The modulus of 

elasticity was taken as tension parallel to the fibers in timber, tension in steel 

and compression in concrete [4, 15, 25, 26]. 

 

Table 1 : Timber (GL32), Steel, Concrete (𝑓𝑐𝑘=30 MPa) characteristics [4, 15, 25, 26]. 

Material Modules of 

Elasticity [MPa] 

Density 

[kg/m3] 

Stiffness/Mass 

Ratio 

Timber (GL32) 11 800 420 28.1 

Steel 210 000 7800 26.9 

Concrete (𝑓𝑐𝑘=30 MPa) 33 000 2400 13.8 

The previous table shows the advantage of timber over steel and concrete. 

Wood is a light material with low stiffness when compared to steel and 

concrete.  

3.1.1 Engineered wood Products (EWP) 

Due to the nature of wood, it is difficult to depend solely on sawn timber to 

match the needs in terms of dimensions and quality. As a result, various 

modified wood products emerged between the 1900s and today. For example:   

 Glued laminated timber (Glulam): made of sawn timber glued together 

to achieve the desired thickness [27], Figure 3 demonstrates the Glulam 

production procedure. 
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Figure 3: Glulam production [28]. 

 Cross laminated timber (CLT): emerged around the year 2000 and is 

made by gluing sawn timber into layers and then placing the layers 

perpendicular to each other [27], Figure 4 presents CLT panels. 

 

Figure 4: CLT panels [29]. 

EWP technology is gradually improving to produce better products. However, 

Glulam and CLT EWP products are used primarily in timber building 

structural systems. 

3.2 Wind load 

Dynamic loads are loads varying in time. Wind loads and seismic loads are the 

main dynamic loads considered when designing residential structures in 

normal conditions. It is important to point out that wind loads are the dominant 

horizontal loads in parts of the world where earthquakes are unlikely to happen.  
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Wind load has a complex effect on buildings and is considered to be a random 

phenomenon in both time and space. This load has a greater impact on high-

rise structures due to the increase of wind speed with height. This effect is 

mainly divided into buffeting, vortex shedding, flutter and galloping. 

Various methods are used to represent wind loads on a structure for design 

purposes [30]. 

3.2.1 Wind load as a static load 

Eurocode 1 presents a method to treat wind loads as a static load. This method 

is based on the stochastic time-series of calculating the magnitude of a force. 

The final force depends on parameters such as the location, height, openings, 

friction, structure shape, and the structure dimensions. [31]. 

This method gives a good representation of the maximum deflection; however, 

it does not take into account the dynamic nature of the load. As a result, wind-

induced vibration or fatigue is not taken into consideration. 

3.2.2 Wind load as a dynamic load 

Representing the dynamic pressure of wind is a sophisticated method because 

the vibrations induced by wind are taken into consideration. This perspective 

presents a more accurate view of the wind effect during the design phase. 

Several strategies can be followed to achieve a good representation: 

 Database-Assisted Design for Wind (DAD): uses Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for the analysis and design of structures 

subjected to wind loads. This method uses local climate records of 

wind speed and direction and assumes a rigid model [32]. 

 Wind tunnel layouts: a miniature model of the building’s shape is 

created. The model is then subjected to natural wind simulation and the 

forces on the model are measured. Figure 5 presents an open- circuit 

wind tunnel type. 

 

Figure 5: An open- circuit wind tunnel type [33]. 
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Otherwise, approximate methods are used in national norms to estimate the 

wind dynamic effect.  

3.3 Structural dynamics 

Structural dynamics studies the response of structures subjected to dynamic 

loads. The dynamic problem differs from the static problem in two main 

aspects. The first being that the excitation force varies with time in amplitude, 

point or direction and the second being the inertial force in the structure due to 

acceleration [14]. 

The basic model in structural dynamics is a single-degree-of-freedom system 

(SDOF). However, a multiple-degree-of-freedom system (MDOF) is needed 

in most cases to more accurately model the problem [14]. 

3.3.1 Single-degree-of-freedom systems (SDOF) 

A single-degree-of-freedom system’s response is defined using one degree of 

freedom. Figure 6 presents an example of a SDOF system using the 

displacement (u) as a degree of freedom. 

 

Figure 6: The SDOF system. 

The parameters that contribute to this system are the stiffness, viscous 

damping, mass and the excitation represented by ,  ,  k c m  and ( )f t  

respectively. The system’s governing equation of motion can be defined using 

Newton's laws or the virtual work method. The final mathematical equation is: 

 

 ( )mu cu ku f t     (3.1) 

or 

 2 2 ( )
  2 n n n

f t
u u u

k
       (3.2) 
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where u , u ,   and n  are acceleration, velocity, the damping ratio and the 

natural circular frequency, respectively [14]. The natural circular frequency, 

𝜔𝑛 , is defined by: 

 n

k

m
    (3.3) 

The damping ratio    is defined by: 

 
2

c

km
    (3.4) 

Solving Eq.(3.2) gives: (1) the homogenous solution, hu , which is related to 

the free vibration when the excitation is zero, and (2) the particular solution, 

pu , when the excitation is a non-zero value [14]. 

 h pu u u    (3.5) 

The homogenous solution is: 

 1 2[ cos( ) sin( )]nt

d dhu e A t A t
  

    (3.6) 

where 1A and 2A  are defined using the initial conditions, displacement and 

velocity [14]. The damped circular natural frequency, d , is defined by [14]: 

 21nd      (3.7) 

The particular solution is based on the force nature. In the case of harmonic 

excitation, 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑝0 cos (Ω𝑡) where Ω is the driving frequency and the 

particular solution is [14]: 

 0

2 2 2
cos( )

(1 r ) (2 )
p

U
u t

r



  

 
  (3.8) 

where 0U , α,  and r are defined by: 

 0
0

p
U

k
   (3.9) 

 
2

2
tan( )

1

r

r


 


  (3.10) 
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n

r



   (3.11) 

The magnification factor in the dynamic excitation compared to the static case 

can be defined as [14]: 

 
2 2 2

0

( ) 1
( )

(1 r ) (2 )
s

U r
D r

U r
 

 
  (3.12) 

Equation (3.12) presents the harmonic force influence. When r is close to 1 or 

the circular natural frequency is close to the excitation frequency, damping in 

the structure is the only factor that suppresses the response. Figure 7 presents 

the magnification factor versus the frequency ratio (r). The magnification 

factor ( )sD r  is dependent on the excitation magnitude.  

 

Figure 7: The magnification factor (Ds) versus the frequency ratio (r). 

3.3.2 Multiple degrees of freedom systems (MDOF) 

In practical applications, more than one degree of freedom is needed to 

describe a system. Figure 8 presents a model of N degrees of freedom of a 

multistory building. 
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Figure 8: Multiple degrees of freedom model. 

The general equation for a linear multiple degree of freedom system is: 

 ( )tMu + Cu + Ku = f   (3.13) 

where M, C and K are the mass matrix, the viscous damping matrix and the 

stiffness matrix respectively [14]. The displacement vector is ( )tu  and the 

excitation vector is ( )tf . Several methods are used to solve Equation (3.13) 

and the main outputs are: 

 Eigen frequencies, which represent frequencies in the case of a free 

vibrations state of the structure. 

 Mode shapes where each natural frequency is associated with one 

mode shape that represents a specific pattern of vibration. 

 Response in terms of displacements, rotations, velocity and 

acceleration. 

3.4 Viscoelastic solid dampers  

Viscoelastic damping is extremely efficient when damping is required at a low 

load frequency [34]. Viscoelastic solid dampers are common for wind and 

seismic load control. A common viscoelastic damper consists of viscoelastic 

materials placed in layers between metal plates. Figure 9 shows a typical 

viscoelastic solid damper that is used in structures to control vibrations. 
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Figure 9: A typical viscoelastic solid damper[13]. 

When designing these dampers, several other factors should be considered 

such as the damper’s dynamic behavior under a harmonic load as well as the 

temperature increase of the dampers. Damper stiffness can be an important 

parameter when determining the damper’s impact on the overall stiffness of 

the building [13]. 

The response of viscoelastic solid dampers subjected to a dynamic load 

depends on the excitation frequency, the ambient temperature and the strain 

level [13]. The relationship between shear stress ( )t  and shear strain ( )t

when subjected to a harmonic excitation can be expressed by [13]: 

 
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
G

t G t t


   



    (3.14) 

where 

 : is the angular excitation frequency. 

( )G  : is the shear storage modulus, determined experimentally.  

( )G  : is the loss modulus, determined experimentally. 

Therefore, the stiffness [K] and damping coefficient [C] can be calculated 

using [34] : 

 
' ''  '

,     
G A G A G A

K C
t t t



 
     (3.15) 

where 

t: is the thickness of the viscoelastic material layer. 

A: is the surface area of the viscoelastic material layer. 
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  : is the loss factor, the ratio between loss modulus and the shear storage 

modulus. 

It is important to take note that the damping coefficient and the excitation 

frequency are inversely proportional. Therefore, the efficiency of viscoelastic 

dampers increases when the angular natural frequency of a building is less 

than one. 

3.5 Finite Element Method (FEM) 

The finite element method is considered a powerful numerical tool. This 

method is used commonly to solve a broad range of boundary value problems 

for partial differential formulas. FEM discretizes a studied problem into small 

elements called finite elements [35]. The problem is expressed by means of a 

strong and weak formulation for each element. The equations that represent 

these finite elements are then assembled to represent the entire studied 

problem. Eventually FEM approximates a solution to the assembled equations 

based on multivariable calculus [35]. 

The Abaqus/CAE Structure Analysis software is a powerful general purpose 

tool based on FEM. Abaqus/CAE includes a frequency analysis tool to solve a 

dynamic problem and determine the overall damping ratio and natural 

frequencies [36].  

The element size (mesh size) is an important factor for accuracy in FEM. The 

smaller the mesh size, the more accurate the solution is [35]. However, the 

smaller mesh size makes the problem more computationally intensive [35]. A 

mesh sensitivity study can be used to calculate the optimum mesh size. In this 

study, the analysis started with a coarse mesh to a finer mesh and concluded 

when the results converged. 

3.6 Analytical method  

In this method, it is possible to calculate the first natural frequency of a 

cantilever column with a distributed mass and stiffness according to [37]:  

 
4

0.56
.

EI
f

m L



  (3.16) 

where: 

L is the length of the cantilever column 

E is the modulus of elasticity 

I is the second moment of area of the section 

m' is the mass per unit length  
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3.7 Acceleration calculations 

Eurocode 1, annex B presents a method to calculate the standard deviation 

(r.m.s) acceleration [31]: 
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     (3.17) 

where:  

fc  is the force coefficient. 

 is the air density. 

b is the width of the structure. 

( )v sI z  is the turbulence intensity at the height sz z above the ground. 

2 ( )m sv z is the mean wind velocity for sz z above the ground. 

R  is the square root of resonance response factor. 

xK  is a non-dimensional coefficient. 

1,xm  is the along wind fundamental equivalent mass. 

1, (z)x  is the fundamental along wind modal shape. 

The resonance response factor is defined as: 
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   (3.18) 

where: 

  is the total logarithmic decrement of damping. 

LS  is the non-dimensional power spectral density function. 

,h bR R  is the aerodynamic admittance functions. 

The non-dimensional coefficient is defined as: 
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  (3.19) 

where: 

0z  is the roughness length. 

  is the exponent of the mode shape. 
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To obtain the peak acceleration, the standard deviation (r.m.s) acceleration 

should be multiplied by the peak factor: 

 
0.6

2ln( ) ;or 3 which ever larger
2ln( )

p pk nT k
nT

     (3.20) 

where: 

n is the first natural frequency of the building. 

T is the averaging time for the mean wind velocity, T = 600 seconds. 

Swedish Annex EKS 10 [38] presents a slightly different method to calculate 

the standard deviation (r.m.s) acceleration height (z) : 
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where: 

( )mq h is the mean pressure calculated at height h. 

R is the square root of resonance response factor calculated according to: 
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  (3.25) 

where 1,xn is the first natural frequency of the building. 

The other parameters were described previously. The peak factor is calculated 

in the same manner as in the Eurocode but replaces n by   in equation (3.26) 

and neglecting the lower limit of 3. 

 1,
2 2

x

R
n

B R
 


  (3.26) 

where B is calculated according to: 
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  (3.27) 

The basic wind velocity is given in a 50-years return period while standards 

are based on five-years return periods or one-year return periods. Swedish 

Annex EKS suggests: 

 5 500.855 v v   (3.28) 

where 50v  is the characteristic wind velocity in a 50-year return period provided 

by Swedish Annex and 5v  is the characteristic wind velocity in a 5-year return 

period. 

Neither Eurocode nor Swedish Annex present a method to calculate the basic 

wind in a 1-year return period because it is not applicable. In other words, the 

statistical analysis method is based on one year as a time unit. As a result, the 

closest possible time period is a 2-year return period. Consequently, Swedish 

Annex EKS suggests: 

 52 00.777 v v   (3.29) 

where  2v  is the characteristic wind velocity in a 2-year return period. 

3.8 Acceleration requirements 

ISO 10137:2007 suggests recommendations for the peak acceleration limit in 

buildings to satisfy the comfort requirement. This standard takes the 

serviceability limit state into consideration against the building’s vibrations. 

Buildings are assumed to behave linearly to the subjected loads. This criteria 

is set according to a one-year return period wind velocity in the structural 

direction of the case study [18]. Figure 10 presents the maximum 

recommended acceleration for buildings according to ISO 10137. Curve (1) is 

proposed for office buildings and curve (2) is proposed for residential 

buildings. The vertical axis represents the peak acceleration (m/s2) and the 

horizontal axis represents the first natural frequency of the structure (Hz). 
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Figure 10: Peak acceleration limit in office (1) and residential (2) buildings, ISO 10137 [39]. 

ISO 6897:1984 on the other hand, recommends the standard deviation (r.m.s) 

limits of the acceleration in buildings to satisfy the comfort requirement. 

Buildings are assumed to behave linearly to the subjected loads. This criteria 

is set according to a five-year return period wind velocity in the structural 

direction of the case study [18]. Figure 11 presents the maximum 

recommended acceleration for buildings according to ISO 6897:1984. Curve 

(1) is proposed for the horizontal motion of buildings used for general purposes 

and curve (2) is proposed for offshore fixed structures. The vertical axis 

represents the r.m.s acceleration along-wind (m/s2) and the horizontal axis 

represents the first natural frequency of the structure (Hz). 
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Figure 11: Suggested satisfactory magnitudes of horizontal motion of buildings used for general 

purposes (curve 1) and of offshore fixed structures (curve 2), ISO 6897 [18]. 
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4. Method 

Abaqus/CAE was used to create a finite element model of a case study to 

obtain the effective damping ratio and natural frequency for the building. The 

standard deviation of the characteristic along-wind acceleration of the 

structural point at height 74.8 m and peak acceleration at the same point was 

then computed according to Eurocode [31] and Swedish Annex EKS 10 [38]. 

The results were then judged according to ISO 6897:1984 [18] and ISO 

10137:2007 [39].  

4.1 The case study building 

The case study is a 22-storey building with a height of 74.8 meters made of 

CLT walls, glulam columns, glulam beams and CLT floors. The CLT walls 

form a core to resist shear forces from wind loads. Figure 12 presents the 

building’s floor plan schematic with the overall dimensions in mm. 

 

Figure 12: The building floor plan. 
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Figure 13 shows details of the columns and CLT wall geometry in mm. 

 

Figure 13: The building columns and CLT wall geometry. 

Figure 14 shows a perspective representing the case study building’s structural 

system.  

 

Figure 14: A perspective representing the structural system. 
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For the purpose of this study, openings were not modeled. 

4.2 Abaqus/CAE Modeling 

4.2.1 Material  

Glulam was modeled as an orthotropic material. CLT was represented as an 

orthotropic and composite material in five perpendicular layers. Layer one, 

three and five were oriented with the fibers oriented vertically for better 

efficiency against wind loads. 

Table 2: Layers' thickness of CLT in the model. 

Layer 1 2 3 4 5 

Thickness[mm] 68 30 34 30 68 

Properties and thicknesses of the layer in the CLT were used based on a 

proposed CLT manufacturer for this project, KLH Sverige [40]. Properties of 

Glulam beams and columns were chosen according to EN 14080 [41]. 

The floor is made of CLT with 228 mm thickness. The beams are made of 

glulam with 540 mm x 340 mm cross section dimensions. 

The material properties of CLT layers and Glulam used in the model are 

described in Table 3. This table presents the modulus of elasticity parallel to 

the grain (E0) and perpendicular to the grain (E90), the shear modulus parallel 

to the grain (G) and perpendicular to the grain (GR) and the density. 

Table 3: Material properties of CLT layers and Glulam. 

Material Modulus of 

Elasticity  

E0 [MPa] 

Modulus of 

Elasticity  

E90 [MPa] 

Shear 

Modulus  

G [MPa] 

Shear 

Modulus 

GR [MPa] 

Density 

[kg/m3] 

CLT 

layers 

12000 0/370 690 50 500 

Glulam 13000 300 650 64 430 

The modulus of elasticity E90 is neglected when it is taken in-plane due to the 

fact that the boards are not glued parallel to each other in each layer. On the 

other hand, E90 was taken to be 370 MPa when it represented the modulus of 

elasticity perpendicular to the plane of the CLT panel. 

Poisson's ratio was taken to be zero for CLT layers. This was assumed to take 

into account cracking parallel to the grain in a lamination layer or to account 

for dry joints, when no edge gluing is applied. On the other hand, Poisson's 
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ratio for glulam was approximated to be υyz= υzx=0.01, υyz= υzy= 0.44  and υyz= 

υzy= 0.48 because the supplier uses spruce for glulam [42].  

4.2.2 Types of elements and meshing techniques 

The CLT walls are modeled as solid elements to more accurately represent the 

CLT layers composite section as C3D8R: an 8-node linear brick, reduced 

integration, hourglass control. Columns are modeled as C3D8R also. 

To eliminate the effects of mesh size, a mesh sensitivity study was done. It was 

concluded that the final mesh size should be 250 mm for the columns, 250 mm 

in the plane of the CLT walls and 50 mm along the thickness. The sensitivity 

study was based on the first natural frequency convergence of the structure. 

There were a total of 227232 C3D8R elements. 

The floor was considered to be very stiff in the plane so each floor was modeled 

with a reference point where the mass and inertia of the original floor was 

coupled to the columns and walls. 

4.2.3 Boundary conditions and floor constraints 

Pinned boundary conditions were used for both the columns and walls. The 

walls were pinned on all four edges connected to the ground. 

In plane translation, a coupling constraint in plane was used to connect the 

floor reference point to the walls and columns. 

4.2.4 Mass 

Only the self-weight was considered in the basic case [31] by including the 

density of CLT walls and columns besides concentrated mass in each floor 

reference point representing the slab and glulam beams mass. The mass was 

then increased proportionally in each floor in the parametric study starting with 

the basic case (case F1) where 45690 kg/floor represented the mass of the floor 

with a thickness of 228 mm and density of 500 kg/m3 and 32 beams with a 

cross section of 215 mm by 430 mm, length of 4100 mm and density of 430 

kg/m3. In cases F1 to F11, only structural damping was used and the connection 

between CLT considered to be very weak so the CLT shear walls functioned 

separately.  
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Table 4: Mass parametric study input of the finite element analysis. 

Case Number Additional mass 

[%] 

Mass per  

Floor 

[kg/floor] 

F1 0% 45 690 

F2 20% 54 828 

F3 40% 63 966 

F4 60% 73 104 

F5 80% 82 242 

F6 100% 91 380 

F7 120% 100 518 

F8 140% 109 656 

F9 160% 118 794 

F10 180% 127 932 

F11 200% 137 070 

4.2.5 Shear walls connection 

In order to study the effect of the lateral stiffness of the building and the 

connection effect between the CLT shear walls, a tie constraint was used to 

connect the adjacent walls in the stiffness parametric study. Method 1 modeled 

the CLT walls as not tied to each other and functioning separately and this 

method was used in the case F1. Method 2 modeled the CLT walls as tied to 

each other with full interaction along the thickness but not in the corners. In 

the third method, the CLT walls were modeled as tied to each other with full 

interaction along the thickness including the corners so the core functioned as 

one element. The columns and the CLT shear walls were considered to be 

continuous vertically. Figure 15 depicts the tie constraint used to connect the 

adjacent surfaces of the shear walls that accounts for full interaction. For 

detailed information about the tie constraint function [36]. 

 

Figure 15: Tie constraint used in the FE model 

Table 5 matches the used method to the case number in the FE model.   
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Table 5: Shear walls connection related cases in the FE model. 

Case 

Number 

Additional 

mass [%] 

Mass per  

Floor 

[kg/floor] 

Shear walls 

connection’s 

method 

Additional Damping 

Coefficient[N.sec/mm] 

F1 0% 45 690 Method 1 0 

F12 0% 45 690 Method 2 0 

F13 0% 45 690 Method 3 0 

4.2.6 Structural damping 

Rayleigh damping was used to represent the structural damping. Alpha and 

Beta factors were calculated according to the first and second mode. An 

average damping ratio of 5.9% for the first mode and 7.4% for the second mode 

were used [3]. Equation (4.1) depicts the Rayleigh damping model that was 

used  [14]. 

 
1

2 2

n
n

n


  


    (4.1) 

where: 

n is the damping ratio corresponding with the n. 

n is the angular natural frequency. 

 ,  are coefficients representing damping in Rayleigh damping model. 

4.2.7 Viscoelastic dampers 

The dampers were modeled as spring-dashpot elements. This element was 

placed diagonally between the corners of columns A1 and B1 and columns A5 

and B5 in each floor as shown in the plane in Figure 16 and the elevation in 

Figure 17. The spring-dashpot modeled to act just in the chosen direction. The 

location was chosen to be most efficient with the first mode shape. In other 

words, the chosen location provides additional damping to the model when the 

first mode shape occurs.  

The dampers were chosen to have a 1.2 loss factor [43]. The parametric study 

was done based on stiffness and the damping coefficient of the spring-dashpot 

in Table 6. The damping coefficient was chosen while the viscoelastic dampers 

stiffness was calculated by equation(3.15). In cases F14 to F21, only 45 690 

kg/floor (mass per floor) was used and the connection between CLT were 

considered to be very weak so the CLT shear walls function separately. 

 

Table 6: Spring-dashpot values for the FE model. 
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Case Number 
Additional Damping 

Coefficient[N.sec/mm] 

Additional Stiffness 

Coefficient [N/mm] 

F14 500 262 

F15 1000 524 

F16 1500 785 

F17 2000 1047 

F18 2500 1309 

F19 3000 1571 

F20 3500 1833 

F21 4000 2094 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Spring-dashpot element locations in the FE model (plane). 
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Figure 17: Spring-dashpot element locations in the FE model (section). 

4.2.8 Analysis 

To find the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure, a modal 

analysis was completed by using a linear perturbation frequency step. A linear 

perturbation complex frequency step was then used to evaluate the effective 

damping properties of the building for each mode. Further information about 

each step can be found in [36]. 

4.3 Analytical model   

In order to verify the FE model, the analytical solution was done using equation 

(3.16) to calculate the first natural frequency. The columns were not included 

because of their relatively small contribution compared to the CLT walls. 

Figure 18 presents the analytical model where the first natural frequency was 

calculated around the weak axis in the plane. 
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Figure 18: Analytical model of the case study 

The stiffness parameter (I) was taken into account in three cases. In the first 

case, the CLT walls were not tied to each other so they functioned separately. 

In the second case, the CLT walls were tied to each other with full interaction 

along the thickness but not in the corners. In the third case, the CLT walls were 

tied to each other with full interaction along the thickness including the corners 

so the core acted as one element. The weighted average modulus of elasticity 

was accounted for using equation (4.2), where ,0it  is the thickness of the 

vertical layers and it  is the thickness of all of the layers. 
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   (4.2) 

As a result, the weighted average modulus of elasticity was 8.87 GPa. The 

length parameter was 74.8 meters and the mass per unit length was 18 085 

kg/m obtained by using the total mass divided by the total height. 

 

4.4 Acceleration calculation     

The standard deviation of the characteristic along-wind acceleration of the 

structural point at height 74.8 meters and peak acceleration at the same point 

was computed according to Eurocode [31] and Swedish Annex EKS 10 [35] . 

The fundamental value of the basic wind velocity in Växjö is 24 m/sec [38] for 

a 50-years return period. The recommended values of the directional factor and 

the season factor were taken as 1.0 [31]. The terrain category was chosen to be 
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type II. The exponent of the mode shape was 1.5 [31]. The air density was 1.25 

kg/m3  [31]. The orography factor was taken as 1.0 [31]. 

The fundamental value of the basic wind velocity for a five-years and two-

years return period was calculated according to equation (3.28) and equation 

(3.29) respectively. 

Other parameters were obtained using the FE model. 

4.5 Acceleration limits  

The building was assumed to be a residential building, so curve 1 in Figure 11 

represented the acceleration limit according to ISO 6897:1984 [18] and the 

residence curve (2) in Figure 10 represented the acceleration limit according 

to  ISO 10137:2007 [39]. However, the offices curve was presented as a 

reference for possible commercial use of this building. 
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5. Results 

 5.1 Mode shapes and natural frequencies 

5.1.1 Analytical model results 

Table 7 shows the results of the mass parametric study corresponding with 

method one of utilizing CLT walls so the connection between walls were 

assumed to be very weak and the CLT walls were functioning separately. 

Damping was not taken into account. 

Table 7: Mass parametric study results according to the analytical model. 

Case Number Additional Mass 

[%] 

Mass   

[kg/m] 

First Natural 

Frequency  

[Hz] 

A1 0% 18 085 0.107 

A2 20% 20 463 0.101 

A3 40% 22 841 0.095 

A4 60% 25 218 0.091 

A5 80% 27 596 0.087 

A6 100% 29 974 0.083 

A7 120% 32 351 0.080 

A8 140% 34 729 0.077 

A9 160% 37 106 0.075 

A10 180% 39 484 0.073 

A11 200% 41 862 0.070 

Table 8 presents the results of the stiffness parametric study with 18 085 kg/m 

with damping not taken into account. In method 1, CLT walls are functioning 

separately. Method 2 takes full interaction among the CLT walls but not in the 

corners while in the third method, there was full interaction among the CLT 

walls and they functioned as one core. 

Table 8: Stiffness parametric study results according to the analytical model. 

Case Number Stiffness Method First Natural 

Frequency  

[Hz] 

A1 Method 1 0.107 

A12 Method 2 0.320 

A13 Method 3 0.728 

5.1.2 FEM results 

Figure 19 shows the first two flexural natural mode shapes in the basic case of 

utilizing only structural damping and a mass of 45 690 kg/floor with the shear 
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walls working separately. In Figure 19, the first mode shape (a) is a flexural 

mode around the x axis corresponding with the first natural frequency of 0.100 

Hz while the second mode shape (b) is a flexural mode around the y axis 

corresponding with the second natural frequency of 0.124 Hz. 

  

a) b) 

Figure 19: First (a) and second (b) natural mode shapes, case (1). 

The first mode shape defines the locations of viscoelastic dampers to resist the 

motion. The low first natural frequency increases the efficiency of using 

viscoelastic dampers to decrease acceleration levels. The first mode shape was 

expected to be obtained around the x axis, the weak axis of the plane. 

The third mode shape is a torsional mode shape, Figure 20, corresponding to a 

natural frequency of 0.214 Hz. 
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a) b) 

Figure 20: Third natural mode shape,a) is a prespective view and b) is a top view, case F1. 

Table 9 presents the results of the mass parametric study with only structural 

damping and method one of utilizing CLT walls operating separately. It shows 

that increasing the mass leads to a lower first natural frequency as was 

predicted. 

Table 9: Mass parametric study results. 

Case Number Additional Mass 

[%] 

Mass per  

Floor 

[kg/floor] 

First Natural 

Frequency  

[Hz] 

Effective 

Damping 

Ratio [%] 

F1 0% 45 690 0.100 5.9% 

F2 20% 54 828 0.094 5.9% 

F3 40% 63 966 0.089 5.9% 

F4 60% 73 104 0.085 5.9% 

F5 80% 82 242 0.081 5.9% 

F6 100% 91 380 0.077 5.9% 

F7 120% 100 518 0.074 5.9% 

F8 140% 109 656 0.072 5.9% 

F9 160% 118 794 0.069 5.9% 

F10 180% 127 932 0.067 5.9% 

F11 200% 137 070 0.065 5.9% 

Table 10 presents the results of the stiffness parametric study with only 45 690 
kg/floor and structural damping. Here, only the effect of connections' strength 

between adjacent shear walls of CLT. In case F1, the shear walls were not 

connected. In case F12, the shear walls were connected but not at the corners. 

Case F13 represented connected shear walls with full interaction and core 
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behavior. Table 10 shows that increasing the building stiffness leads to a higher 

first natural frequency as was predicted. 

Table 10: Stiffness parametric study results. 

Case Number Stiffness Method Mass per 

Floor 

[kg/floor] 

First Natural 

Frequency 

[Hz] 

Effective 

Damping 

Ratio [%] 

F1 Method 1 45 690 0.100 5.9% 

F12 Method 2 45 690 0.291 5.9% 

F13 Method 3 45 690 0.623 5.9% 

Table 11 presents the results of the damping parametric study with only 45,690 
kg/floor and method one of utilizing CLT walls functioning individually. It 

shows that the first natural frequency was slightly increased due to the 

additional stiffness from the viscoelastic dampers but it even more importantly 

showed the rise of the effective damping ratio.  

Table 11: Damping parametric study results. 

Case Number 
Additional 

Damping 

Coefficient 

[N.sec/m] 

Additional 

Stiffness 

Coefficient 

[N.sec/m] 

First Natural 

Frequency  

[Hz] 

Effective 

Damping 

Ratio [%] 

F1 0 0 0.100 5.9% 

F14 500 262 0.105 16.60% 

F15 1 000 524 0.109 24.50% 

F16 1 500 785 0.113 30.70% 

F17 2 000 1 047 0.116 35.40% 

F18 2 500 1 309 0.117 39.20% 

F19 3 000 1 571 0.119 42.00% 

F20 3 500 1 833 0.120 44.60% 

F21 4 000 2 094 0.122 46.50% 

5.2 Acceleration levels  

5.2.1 Mass parametric study 

5.2.1.1 ISO 6897, Eurocode and EKS 10 

Figure 21 and Table 12 show the acceleration levels according to the mass 

parametric study and ISO 6897.  
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Figure 21: Acceleration levels with the mass parametric study (case F1 to case F11), ISO 6897. 

Table 12: Acceleration levels with the mass parametric study (case F1 to case F11), ISO 6897. 

Case Number Additional Mass 

[%] 

EKS10 

[m/sec2] 

Eurocode 

[m/sec2] 

Accleration 

Limit 

[m/sec2] 

 

F1 0% 0.382 0.313 0.067 

F2 20% 0.349 0.285 0.069 

F3 40% 0.322 0.262 0.071 

F4 60% 0.300 0.243 0.072 

F5 80% 0.280 0.227 0.074 

F6 100% 0.264 0.213 0.075 

F7 120% 0.249 0.200 0.076 

F8 140% 0.235 0.189 0.077 

F9 160% 0.224 0.180 0.078 

F10 180% 0.214 0.171 0.079 

F11 200% 0.204 0.163 0.080 

Table 13 presents parameters and sub-calculations results for the case number 

F1.  
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Table 13: Parameters and sub-calculations results of case number F1, ISO 6897. 

Parameter Value according to 

EKS10 

Value according to 

Eurocode  

Unit 

 

Height 74.8 74.8 m 

Width 16.94 16.94 m 

Depth 20.93 20.93 m 

Reference height 44.88 44.88 m 

Roughness length 0.05 0.05 m 

Minimum height 2 2 m 

Reference length scale 300 300 m 

Terrain factor - 0.19  

Force coefficient 1.28 1.23 - 

Air density - 1.25 kg/m3 

Alfa - 0.52 - 

Turbulence length scale - 137.88 m 

Wind turbulence intensity 0.137 0.147 - 

Mean wind velocity - 26.51 m/s 

Square root of Resonance 

response factor 
1.233 1.049 - 

Damping ratio 5.9% 5.9% - 

Non-dimensional coefficient - 1.624 - 

Equivalent mass per height 18085.3 18085.3 kg/m 

Fundamental along wind 

modal shape 
1 1 - 

Mean pressure 507.74 - Pa 

First natural frequency 0.1 0.1 Hz 

RMS of acceleration 0.382 0.313 m/s2 

Other cases are done similarly.  

5.2.1.2 ISO 10137, Eurocode and EKS 10 

Figure 22 and Table 14 shows the acceleration levels according to the mass 

parametric study and ISO 10137. 
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Figure 22:Accleration levels with the mass parametric study (case F1 to case F11), ISO10137. 

Table 14: Acceleration levels with the mass parametric study (case F1 to case F11), ISO10137. 

Case Number Additional Mass 

[%] 

EKS10 

[m/sec2] 

Eurocode 

[m/sec2] 

Accleration 

Limit 

[m/sec2] 

 

F1 0% 0.895 0.755 0.112 

F2 20% 0.815 0.685 0.115 

F3 40% 0.750 0.628 0.117 

F4 60% 0.695 0.580 0.120 

F5 80% 0.648 0.539 0.123 

F6 100% 0.608 0.506 0.125 

F7 120% 0.572 0.477 0.127 

F8 140% 0.540 0.450 0.129 

F9 160% 0.513 0.428 0.131 

F10 180% 0.488 0.408 0.133 

F11 200% 0.465 0.389 0.135 

When the mass increases, the acceleration and the first natural frequency 

decreases. Equation (3.3) explains the effect of the increased mass on the 

natural frequency. Equation (3.17) and (3.21) explains how increased mass can 

reduce the acceleration levels according to both EKS 10 and Eurocode. 

Moreover, the requirement of the acceleration levels in both ISO 6897 and ISO 

10137 increases. Comparing the results to a study that was done on a 16-storey 
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timber building according to ISO10137 and Eurocode [10], the basic case F1 

has a lower first natural frequency and a higher acceleration level as it was 

predicted. Moreover, it shows that both 22-storey and 16-storey buildings have 

a similar behavior when the mass increases [10]. 

5.2.2 Stiffness parametric study 

5.2.2.1 ISO 6897, Eurocode and EKS 10 

Figure 23 and Table 15 show the acceleration levels according to the stiffness 

parametric study and ISO 6897.  

 

Figure 23: Accleration levels with the stiffness parametric study (case F1,F12,F13), ISO 6897. 

Table 15: Acceleration levels with the stiffness parametric study (case F1,F12,F13), ISO 6897. 

Case Number Stiffness Method EKS10 

[m/sec2] 

Eurocode 

[m/sec2] 

Accleration 

Limit 

[m/sec2] 

 

F1 Method 1 0.382 0.313 0.067 

F12 Method 2 0.181 0.148 0.043 

F13 Method 3 0.090 0.068 0.032 
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5.2.2.2 ISO 10137, Eurocode and EKS 10 

Figure 24 and Table 16 show the acceleration levels according to the stiffness 

parametric study and ISO 10137. 

 

Figure 24:Accleration levels with the stiffness parametric study (case F1,F12,F13), ISO10137. 

Table 16: Acceleration levels with the stiffness parametric study (case F1,F12,F13), ISO10137. 

Case Number Stiffness Method EKS10 

[m/sec2] 

Eurocode 

[m/sec2] 

Accleration 

Limit 

[m/sec2] 

F1 Method 1 0.895 0.755 0.112 

F12 Method 2 0.443 0.381 0.069 

F13 Method 3 0.218 0.183 0.049 

While the stiffness increases, the acceleration decreases and the first natural 

frequency increases. Equation (3.3) explains the effect of the increased 

stiffness on the natural frequency. Equation (3.17) and (3.21) are dependent on 

the first natural frequency. Consequently, increased natural frequency leads to 

reduced acceleration levels using both EKS 10 and Eurocode. In [44], stiffness 

were varied by using different CLT systems and it shows that increasing the 

stiffens has a similar impact on the acceleration levels and the first natural 

frequency. 
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5.2.3 Damping parametric study 

5.2.3.1 ISO 6897, Eurocode and EKS 10 

Figure 25 and Table 17 present the acceleration levels according to the 

damping parametric study and ISO 6897.  

 

Figure 25: Accleration levels with the damping parametric study (case F1,F14 to F21), ISO 6897. 

Table 17: Acceleration levels with the damping parametric study (case F1, F14 to F21), ISO 6897. 

Case Number First Natural Mode 

Damping Ratio    

EKS10 

[m/sec2] 

Eurocode 

[m/sec2] 

Accleration 

Limit 

[m/sec2] 

F1 5.9% 0.382 0.313 0.067 

F14 16.6% 0.220 0.181 0.066 

F15 24.5% 0.176 0.145 0.065 

F16 30.7% 0.152 0.126 0.064 

F17 35.4% 0.138 0.114 0.063 

F18 39.2% 0.130 0.107 0.063 

F19 42.0% 0.123 0.102 0.063 

F20 44.6% 0.118 0.098 0.062 

F21 46.5% 0.114 0.094 0.062 

5.2.3.2 ISO 10137, Eurocode and EKS 10 

Figure 21 and Table 5 show the acceleration levels according to the damping 

parametric study and ISO 10137. 
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Figure 26:Accleration levels with the damping parametric study (case F1,F14 to F21), ISO10137.  

Table 18: Acceleration levels with the damping parametric study (case F1,F14 to F21),  ISO10137. 

Case Number First Natural 

Mode 

Damping Ratio    

EKS10 

[m/sec2] 

Eurocode 

[m/sec2] 

Accleration 

Limit [m/sec2] 

 

F1 5.9% 0.895 0.755 0.112 

F14 16.6% 0.503 0.438 0.109 

F15 24.5% 0.396 0.351 0.107 

F16 30.7% 0.340 0.306 0.106 

F17 35.4% 0.307 0.279 0.104 

F18 39.2% 0.286 0.261 0.104 

F19 42.0% 0.270 0.249 0.103 

F20 44.6% 0.258 0.239 0.103 

F21 46.5% 0.249 0.231 0.102 

When the damping increases, the acceleration decreases and the first natural 

frequency increases slightly. Since viscoelastic dampers have low stiffness, 

equation (3.15), equation (3.3) explains the effect of the increased stiffness on 

the natural frequency of the system. Equation (3.17) and (3.21) are dependent 

on the first natural frequency but significantly more on damping in this 

situation. Consequently, increased damping leads to reduced acceleration 

levels using both EKS 10 and Eurocode. 
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6. Analysis and Discussion 

6.1 Analytical model and FEM model comparison 

Table 19 summarizes the first natural frequency value difference between the 

analytical model and the FEM model in mass and stiffness parametric studies. 

The difference between the analytical solution and the finite element solution 

is considered to be acceptable taking into account simplifications and 

assumptions in the analytical model that were discussed in section 4.3.  

Table 19: first natural frequency value comparison between analytical and finite element analysis. 

Case 

Number in 

FEM 

First Natural 

Frequency in 

FEM[Hz] 

Case Number 

in the 

analytical 

model 

First Natural 

Frequency in 

the analytical 

model [Hz] 

First Natural 

Frequency 

Value 

Difference [%] 

F1 0.100 A1 0.107 6.5% 

F2 0.094 A2 0.101 6.9% 

F3 0.089 A3 0.095 6.3% 

F4 0.085 A4 0.091 6.6% 

F5 0.081 A5 0.087 6.9% 

F6 0.077 A6 0.083 7.2% 

F7 0.074 A7 0.080 7.5% 

F8 0.072 A8 0.077 6.5% 

F9 0.069 A9 0.075 8.0% 

F10 0.067 A10 0.073 8.2% 

F11 0.065 A11 0.070 7.1% 

F12 0.291 A12 0.320 9.1% 

F13 0.623 A13 0.728 14.4% 

6.2 Increased mass impact  

To show the effect of additional mass on the structure, Figure 27 demonstrates 

the acceleration ratio with the acceleration levels as a percent of the 

acceleration requirement on the vertical axis and the additional mass 

percentage of the initial mass in case F1 on the horizontal axis. Reaching 100 

percent or less on the vertical axis means that the requirement is satisfied. 
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Figure 27: Increased mass effect. 

Figure 27 depicts a non-linear effect of additional mass. This solution has some 

advantages such as the simplicity of application. There are some disadvantages 

such as the need of using more structural material to support the added mass. 

In case of using a concrete layer on each floor where concrete density is 2400 

kg/m3 and taking the 200% additional mass case, the thickness of the concrete 

layer is 107 mm. However, this additional mass requires an increase of 

structural material to support it. 

6.3 Increased stiffness impact 

Figure 28 demonstrates the acceleration ratio as a function of the used method. 

In method 1, the CLT walls were assumed to have a very weak connection 

against the serviceability limit state so they served individually. The second 

method accounted for full interaction between the CLT shear walls but not the 

corners while the third method took full interaction between the CLT shear 

walls even in the corners, although this is hard to achieve. The third method 

leads to core behavior where the stiffness increases notably.   
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Figure 28: Increased stiffness effect. 

Figure 28 presents the effect of connections between the CLT walls. This 

solution also has a favorable effect when meeting the requirement for the 

ultimate limit state. In other words, increasing the stiffness by strengthening 

the interaction between the adjacent walls will help to resist wind loads that 

lead to collapse. However, achieving a full interaction can be difficult, so the 

degree of interaction between the CLT walls should be studied at the service 

load’s level. 

6.4 Increased damping impact 

Figure 29 demonstrates the acceleration ratio as a function of the additional 

damping. This demonstrates the viscoelastic dampers influence on meeting the 

acceleration requirements. The efficiency of using these dampers is high with 

low damping coefficients and becomes lower with higher damping 

coefficients. This explains the need for using dampers to suppress the 

acceleration levels. One considerable advantage of this technique is that the 

application can be added on before or after construction completion. 
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Figure 29: Increased damping effect. 

To examine the effect of dampers efficiency closely, the acceleration reduction 

percent was evaluated for each damping coefficient addition. Table 20 shows 

the dampers’ efficiency in acceleration levels reduction. 

Table 20: Visco-elastic dampers’ efficiency in acceleration levels reduction 

Additional 

Damping 

Coefficient 

[N.sec/m] 

Accleration 

Reduction, 

EKS10, ISO 

10137 [%] 

Accleration 

Reduction, 

Eurocode, ISO 

10137 [%] 

Accleration 

Reduction, 

EKS10, ISO 

6897 [%] 

Accleration 

Reduction, 

Eurocode, ISO 

6897 [%] 

500  42.6      40.7      41.2      41.0     

1000  19.9      18.4      18.9      18.7     

1500  12.8      11.6      12.0      11.9     

2000  8.7      7.8      8.1      8     

2500  6.4      5.8      5.9      5.9     

3000  4.7      4.1      4.4      4.3     

3500  4.1      3.7      3.8      3.8     

4000  3.1      2.7      2.9      2.9     

 

6.5 General observations 

In general, Figure 27, Figure 28 and Figure 29 demonstrate that the Swedish 

annex EKS 10 is stricter than the Eurocode in terms of meeting the acceleration 

level requirements when mass, stiffness and damping were evaluated. 

Comparing these the two methods in both standards, Equations 3.17 to 2.27, 
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and the results related to the cases above shows that the two methods differ in 

the resonance response factor, force coefficient, the turbulence intensity, the 

peak factor and the non-dimensional coefficient (where the last factor exists 

only in Eurocode.) The previous factors are calculated dissimilarly in both 

standards. 

Figure 27, Figure 28 and Figure 29 show that ISO 10137 is stricter than ISO 

6897 in meeting the acceleration level requirements for residential buildings. 

However, the 2-year return period was used in this thesis instead of the one-

year return period. 

Figure 27, Figure 28 and Figure 29 explain the importance of combining 

different techniques to control the wind-induced vibrations in tall timber 

buildings. It should be noted that each chosen scenario should be evaluated 

solely in FE modeling because the superposition theorem is not applicable in 

this case. 

It is irrelevant to prioritize these three different techniques in terms of cost 

efficiency since it depends on different logistics and economic parameters. As 

a result, cost effectiveness analysis should be considered when evaluating each 

solution. 
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7. Conclusions 

Building a high-rise multi story structure using timber as a structural material 

challenges engineers and companies. This thesis centers on the issue of wind-

vibration in tall timber buildings. The goal was achieved by first creating a 22-

storey timber FE model with similar dynamic properties to a proposed concept 

timber building and comparing it with an analytical model. Then, a parametric 

study was conducted on the FE model where mass, stiffness and damping were 

the main variables. Ultimately, acceleration was computed according to 

Eurocode and Swedish Annex EKS10 and compared to ISO 6897 and ISO 

101371 standards. 

7.1 Summary of findings 

Matching the requirements for acceptable dynamic response against dynamic 

wind loads of a 22-storey tall timber building requires a modification of mass, 

stiffness and/or damping. These parameters can reduce the acceleration levels 

when they are increased. However, accounting only for one of these parameters 

is not sufficient unless it is increased dramatically.  

The acceleration reduction is non-linear in the case of increased mass or 

damping and has a higher efficiency with low addition degree. The connections 

between the CLT shear walls play an indispensable role in wind-induced 

vibration control and the degree of interaction should be taken into account. 

Keeping the desired efficiency of each parameter in mind, different 

combinations of increased mass, stiffness, and damping will give an achievable 

solution to wind-induced vibration control. 

In all studies cases, EKS 10 has shown higher wind-induced acceleration levels 

than Eurocode. 

ISO 6897 should be used until the further research on one-year return period 

is achieved. Otherwise, ISO 10137 can be used with a two-year return period 

on the safe side. 

7.2 Recommendations for future research 

Suggestions for further work are: 

 Studying different combinations of the increased mass, stiffness and 

damping. 

 Considering a cost effectiveness analysis of each parameter. 

 Studying the level of interaction between the CLT shear walls 

vertically and horizontally. 

 Conducting a deeper investigation on the viscoelastic dampers usage in 

tall timber buildings. 
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 If it is possible, applying a limited system of viscoelastic dampers in a 

relatively medium-rise timber building and study the gained damping. 

 Studying the effect of controlling the wind path by changing the shape 

of the building using wind tunnel layouts and/or Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) analysis.   

 Starting an essential research, the wind velocity that represents the 

method used in ISO 10137. 

 Measuring wind-induced acceleration levels and damping ratios of the 

actual building in case it is constructed. 
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